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their place, the state legislature passed the 1969 school decentralization law,
establishing 32 community school districts with elected school boards that were
administratively, and to a lesser degree politically, decentralized. The communi
ty school boards were responsible for educational policy in the elementary and
middle schools within theft district.

THE RISE AND FALL OF THE DECENTRALIZED
SCHOOL SYSTEM, 1970—2002

The state legislature’s passage of the 1969 decentralization law signaled the
end of the experiments in community control. By the 1970s, those who had
fought for community control attempted to realize the movement’s goals in a
rapidly changing political and economic environment. Educational activists
sought to transform schools in poor communities even as the decentralized
school system constrained the activists power to make key personnel and
budgetary decisions. And as the city’s economy soured, diminished resources
further compounded schooling inequalities. However, educators who had
been inspired by the community control and civil rights movements of the N
1960s sought to realize some of the movements’ goals in the classrooms and
district offices of the 1970s.

For almost 2 decades after the end of the community control experiments
in 1970, professionals in some of New York City’s poor communities attempt
ed to hold themselves accountable for black and Latino student achievement.
They became teachers, principals, and superintendents of local school districts
and remained in their districts much longer than the educators who participated
in the brief experiments in community control. This new generation of educa
tion activists included many African Americans and Puerto Ricans and many
women as well.

J.Jerome Harris, an African American superintendent of a local school dis
trict in Bedford-Stuyvesant, and Anthony Alvarado, a Puerto Rican superinten
dent of a local school district in East Harlem, would both lead their districts for
over a decade. They attempted to realize some of the goals of the community
control movement during New York City’s “bad old days” when the fiscal crisis
of the 1970s and the devastation that followed in its wake throughout the 1 980s
decimated poor communities and their local institutions.

These superintendents, hired by locally elected school boards that had
been established under the 1969 decentralization law, cautiously navigated
the contentious political dynamics of their individual districts. At times, school
board members with little allegiance to the ideals of the community control
movement sought political power through Democratic machine politics rather
than through social movement organizing. The worst excesses of this changed

political climate in poor communities did not occur in Districts 4 and 13, but the
superintendents of those districts were forced to wrestie with some school board
members who, at times, privileged politics over instruction.

Despite New York City’s changing economic and political context, the
two superintendents continued to implement some of the community control
movement’s educational demands—professional accountability, equitable op
portunities to learn, and creative innovation. They did this by creating small
schools; integrating bilingual, multicultural, and arts education into the curric
ulum; raising curricular standards; and encouraging teacher-led reform.

Yet there was no overarching prescription for how to improve school dis
tricts. By the mid-1970s social science researchers identified schools that worked
for poor children and highlighted general practices that led to school effective
ness.2° Within this broader research framework, Districts 4 and 13 superinten.
dents piloted specific instructional and organizational approaches based on local
knowledge as they tested their theories about district reform in action. Both
superintendents encouraged teachers—particularly women, African Americans,
and Puerto Ricans—to take control over their professional lives by giving them
opportunities to experiment with new ways of teaching and leading schools.
And both superintendents encouraged teachers to work together, rather than in
isolation, to change instructional practice.

The two superintendents carried out their educational reforms within the
context of a national recession that intensified neighborhood poverty. These
were indeed bad old days, not only in New York City but also in cities across
the country. The federal government’s wholesale abandonment of urban cen
ters left local officials, many of them newly elected African Americans, with far
fewer federal resources.2’ Local resources also dried up as cities rapidly lost pop
ulation and capital. Mounting poverty, industrial contraction, and a stagnating
economy combined with global economic trends to further exacerbate the gap
between rich and poor. And market-based solutions in the public sector—such
as efforts to decrease the role of government and expand individual initiative—
replaced the legacies of the welfare state.22 In New York City, the 1970s fiscal
crisis provoked the city’s elite to intervene by fiat, thereby reducing the preroga
tives of democratic governance. The emergent role of elite decision making may
have saved the city from baniu-uptcy, but at the cost of fhrther eviscerating local
democratic governance and renewed investment in poor communities.23

During the fiscal cnsis, the city’s already fraying physical mfrastructure
continued to detenorate rapidly The toll of neglected pubhc maintenance was
especially steep on the city’s once celebrated pubhc schools, public housing,
public transportation, and network of city parks 24 Within the city’s schools,
the fiscal cnsis forced dramatic staff cutbacks and savagely pared down schools’
curriculum offerings 25 Residents of the city’s predommantly Aincan Amen
can and Puerto Rican communities suffered disproportionately as their housmg
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burned, their city services shrank, and their school budgets plummeted. Even
as the city’s elite prevented total fiscal collapse in the mid-1970s, poor communi
des continued to suffer the most from the aftermath of the crisis.

On the one hand, the plunge in city resources encouraged local efforts to
revive essential city services. But on the other, it also encouraged the maximi
zation of private greed at the expense of public resources. In East Harlem, the
South Bronx, and other poor communities, residents often took control over
their communities by revitalizing faltering hospitals, restoring abandoned build
ings, and creating day care centers.26 Yet residents with more-selfish motives
took advantage of the lack of government oversight by commandeering limited
resources for patronage and personal profit in local social service agencies and
school districts.27 In education, the disparities seemed even more exaggerated
because schooling had been a central feature of the city’s community control
movement.

However, school reform also suffered from the lack of a sustained social
movement in the 1970s. The radical arm of the Black Power movement, which
had focused national attention on urban conditions, suffered from severe po
lice repression and the ravages of drugs infiltrating poor communities. Even ~
when grassroots organizers fought for equal resources and services in New
York City’s African American and Latino communities, housing, health care,
labor, and welfare took center stage.28 By the 1 970s, school reform, which had
galvanized New York City’s poor parents and community activists in the 1960s,
receded as a solution to urban inequality. And nationally, policy pundits de
dared that expanding educational opportunities for poor children of color was
no longer an effective lever to reduce lingering poverty.29

Despite the fiscal and political conditions that limited the possibilities for
success in the decentralized school districts, the efforts of many educators, led
by the two reforming superintendents, improved schools in Districts 4 and 13.
But the lack of support from the city’s central education administration hin
dered their efforts. The instructional reforms educators introduced in these two
districts remained localized because the central administration did not encour
age or support research and development in the schools.

Citywide education officials rarely allocated the time and resources neces
sary to identify, recognize, sustain, and take to scale the successful innovations
developed in the two districts. For the most part, the central school system, as
well as the mayor and other city officials, viewed the decentralized districts as
part of the problem, rather than as part of the solution to failing schools. To be
sure, a number of school districts in poor communities, through consistently
ineffective practice and, often, corrupt politics, produced inept leadership and
poorly performing schools.3° However, the striking educational failure in these
problematic districts overshadowed the promising practices developed in Dis
tricts 4 and 13, as well as in other districts.

By the 1990s, the city’s decentralized school system came under withering
scrutiny by public officials, education advocates, community activists, and the
city’s media. Although some reformers argued for the state and city to invest
more resources and support into strengthening the decentralized system, over
whelntg public support demanded an overhaul of decentralization and a re
turn to centralized control.

The decentralized governance structure initiated in 1970 lasted for 32
years, until 2002. Mayor Michael Bloomberg, who became mayor that year,
persuaded the state legislature to abolish the community school boards and
remove key powers from the central board of education. Bloomberg used the
media to strengthen the mayor’s control over the newly centralized system, call
ing the New York City Board of Education “a rinky dink candy store” where
all the owners are involved in “setting the price on every tube of deodorant.” ~‘

Bloomberg portrayed the “bad old days” as a totalizing metaphor of dys.
functional school districts and a politically paralyzed central school board. By
insistently defining and popularizing decentralization as a completely ineffec
tive, corrupt, and broken system, the mayor eclipsed the actual history of the
32 years of school decentralization. His administration removed and terminated
hundreds of citywide and local administrators and literally disposed of decen
tralization’s history by tossing local district records into city Dumpsters.32

A REVISIONIST HISTORY OF COMMUNITY CONTROL

Mayor Bloomberg is not alone in his disregard for the days of decentralization;
historiam have also avoided studies of the decentralization era. While there are
many histories of the city’s community control movement, there is very little
historical literature about the aftermath of the movement in the city’s schools
throughout the 1970s and 1980s. Perhaps this omission exists because so many
of the historical accounts of the community control movement end with a note
of inevitability_the movement’s demise dissolved the possibility for effective lo
cal control of schools.31 This book argues that the history of the decentralization
era is indeed integrally linked to the community control struggle that preceded
it but contests historians’ assumption of inevitable failure.

Most historical accounts of the community control movement argue that
the rise and fall of community control was a damaging episode in the city’s ed
ucational and social history.34 These studies assume that the racial divisions that
erupted during the city schools’ crisis not only caused the movement’s failure
but also shattered the city’s harmonious social relations and terminated the civil
rights coalition that had supposedly successfully managed the city’s race rela
tions for decades. On a national level, for such historians, the early l970s sig~
naled the end of liberalism and the rise of a conservative backlash, the decline
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of democratic civil society, the abandonment of civil rights advocacy, and the
destructive immersion in identity politics and affirmative action. The bitter con
ificts that marked the New York City schools’ crisis and the dissolution of the
community control movement are often defined as local manifestations of these
national phenomena.

This by now commonplace interpretation provides the following narrative
about the crisis and its aftermath. A fiercely fought battle over who should con
trol New York City schools—a white-led union or school administrators linked
with parents and community members in black and Latino neighborhoods—
resulted in an atomized, racially divided city with no surviving common civic
culture. One of the more recent examples of this currently dominant narra
tive, Jerald Podair’s history of community control, The Strike That Changed New
lark: Blacks, Whites, and the Ocean Hill-Brownsville Crisis, argues that the political
compromises and racial tensions resulting from the community control struggle
show that the Ocean Hill—Brownsville experiment “severely damaged the idea
of community action as an instrument of social change” and “exposed local
control’s false promise of self-empowerment.”35 Indeed, Podair claims that city
comity has never recovered from the schools’ crisis and that current city politics\
are still mired in the residues of the community control struggle.

In contrast, this book offers an interpretation of local control of schooling
from the perspectives of parents and community members who participated
in the community control movement, especially those engaged in the Ocean
Hill—Brownsville experimental district. The book revises some of the dominant
accounts of the short life of this experimental district.36 But more important, it
argues that although the experiments in community control ended in the 1960s,
the educational goals that inspired the movement did not evaporate during
the decentralization era. Instead, in certain poor communities, educators, par
ents, and community activists attempted to actualize these goals in classrooms,
schools, and district offices. Moreover, some schools and districts succeeded in
implementing those goals far better than others.

The book’s examination of the decentralization era of the 1970s and 1980s
is grounded in local politics and educational reform in two community school
districts, District 4 in East Harlem and District 13 in Bedford-Stuyvesant. The
book provides a broader context for these local studies through its description
of city policymakers and administrators’ implementation of the state 1969 de
centralization law in the 1970s.

The book explores the educational and, to a lesser extent, political his
tory of Districts 4 and 13, two of the city’s lowest-performing school districts
at the start of the decentralization era in 1970. Superintendents Alvarado and
Harris led these two districts for more than a decade. The continuity of edu
cational leadership in both districts provides the opportunity to trace educa
tional reforms as they evolved over time- The book asks, in contrast to the

experience of similar poor school districts, why and how did these superin
tendents improve educational opportunities for students in East Harlem and
Bedford-Stuyvesant?

The historical sources for this component of the study include oral his
tories as well as minutes from school board meetings, educators’ published
articles and archives, social science research, teacher research, and media cov
erage. Some of these sources were difficult to obtain. When the new admin
istrators of New York City’s central school system took control in 2002, they
discarded many of the community school districts’ records. They deposited
the remains in a warehouse with little archival processing. The book attempts
to use the scarce documentation garnered from local school districts, as well
as other evidence gleaned from personal archives and oral histories, to recon
struct some of the day-to-day life of educational activists in two of the city’s
poor community school districts. In looking closely at these two community
school districts, the book attempts to encourage further historical studies ex
ploring the promises and challenges of school reform in the city’s other poor
community school districts.

The book contributes to existing historical studies of the civil rights and
community control movements by bridging two distinct eras in the city’s edu
cational history: the brief community control movement (1966-1970) and the
much longer decentralization era (1970—2002). As described above, the domi
nant historical narrative argues that the movement’s identity politics led to a
racially and ethnically divided city, damaged by politics as well as economics.
In contrast, this book argues that while urban decline certainly characterized
the 1970s, in some poor community school districts educational initiatives im
proved educational outcomes.37

As educators in Districts 4 and 13 attempted to realize professional ac
countability and instructional quality, they continued to keep alive one of the
community control movement’s central tenets. Throughout the l970s and early
l980s, educators attempted to test theories in action and revise their practice to
contribute to a more accountable profession and an improved quality of instruc
tion. The book’s conclusion considers how this goal of an earlier era remains
prominent in the present, but in a very different policy context.

STRADDLING DECENTRALIZATION AND CENTRALIZATION

The current centralized school system seems to have little in common with the
community control movement of the 1960s and the decentralization era that
followed. Yet some enduring themes link these very different historical periods.

The changes in structure and governance that the Bloomberg regime (2002
to the present) introduced may well be secondary to how educators build—or
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Let a Thousand Mowers Bbom

El Barrio, or Spanish Harlem, expanded across Park Avenue to the East River
in the early 1950s, as a massive wave of Puerto Ricans migrated to the city
after 1945. Most of these new immigrants were working dass and moved into
tenements or public housing projects built in the l960s. By the late l960s,
middle-income blacks had moved into East Harlem’s cooperative housing and
high-rise apartment complexes. Despite the new housing projects and some
middle-income housing, disinvestment and neglect by private landlords contrib
uted to arson ~nd areas of burned-out blocks similar to the devastation of other
abandoned city neighborhoods.’

When Anthony Alvarado became superintendent in August 1973, District
4’s 16 elementary and 4 junior high schools were the lowest performing of the
city’s 32 community school districts.2 Across a decade, Alvarado attempted to
“invent a new world” in East Harlem’s schools.3

From the beginning of his tenure, Alvarado focused on instructional reform.
He encouraged instructional creativity and innovation by attracting educational
leaders with different philosophies to the district and letting a “thousand flow
ers bloom.”4 For Alvarado, educators had to be “good at what they do:’ but
that broad expectation covered a wide spectrum of instructional approaches.5
However, Alvarado’s districtwide commitment to instructional improvement
did not always bridge the cultural and linguistic differences in East Harlem’s
schools and communities. Instead, instructional creativity led to two separate
educational movements for change in the district—alternative schools and bi
lingual education. The two movements supported and sustained small schools
and programs lodged within the larger traditional schools that had previously
dominated the district’s instructional offerings.6

All three sets of schools—alternative, bilingual, and traditional—competed
with each other, and even among themselves, for space, students, funding, and
recognition. The traditional schools were rooted in the preexisting system. The
alternative and bilingual schools developed as innovations to improve that tradi
tional system, by experimenting with different instructional approaches, differ
ing grade organizations, and new relationships among school leaders, teachers,
and parents. Despite the differences among the three sets of schools, which

sometimes erupted into heated public arguments, there was a shared agreement
across the district that improving student achievement was everyone’s most im
portant goal. This chapter explores how the district’s racially, ethnically, and
philosophically diverse sets of schools and leaders struggled to do that, despite
their differences. The chapter explores Alvarado’s role in this dynamic as he
encouraged diversity and at the same time worked to define a central mission
for the district. It also shows how district politics both enabled and detracted
from an instructional mission.7

SCHOOL BOARD ELECTIONS IN EAST HARLEM

In the early 1970s, school board members’ diverse political affiliations at times
led to competing strategies for school and community revitalization in East
Harlem. Some civic leaders came from community-organizing backgrounds,
while others were being groomed for partisan politics in East Harlem’s political
dubs. School board members who had ties to local democratic leaders navi
gated between the forces committed to building a Puerto Rican political base
in East Harlem and the need to keep politics out of instructional decisions.° At
the beginning of decentralization in District 4, it seemed that racial and ethnic
divisions would dominate school board politics.

The first school board, elected in 1970 (see Chapter 4), became entan
gled in a power struggle between blacks and Puerto Ricans for control over
the board.° The East Harlem Community Corporation, an antipoverty orga
nization, was accused of intimidating board members, physically assaulting the
superintendent, and violating the school board’s by-laws. The New 2Zth 2imes
charged the Community Corporation with exploiting divisions between blacks
and Puerto Ricans.’°

After one term on the board, Sarah Frierson, an African American parent
who had been active in the community control movement, did not run again
because she refused to become part of what she called the “community corpo
ration” political faction. This faction, headed by the Del Toro “political dan;’ as
Frierson referred to them, would eventually win control over federal funds for
local development and become influential political figures at the city, state, and
federal levels.”

The worst aspects of the tensions between African Americans and Puerto
Ricans abated after the 1973 elections. The school board was composed of four
women and five men, with six Puerto Ricans and three African Americans.”
Although Frierson no longer served as an elected school board member, she
would remain involved in district affairs and community activism for many
years. Despite her discomfort with the way some elected officials interfered with
the school board’s efforts, Frierson recalls that most school board members

CHAPTER 6
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were coniniitted to raising academic achievement in the district. This instruc
donai focus first surfaced when the school board made a unanimous decision to
hire Alvarado from among four finalists in August 1973)~

AN ACTIVIST SUPERINTENDENT

Aivarado’s activist background, and his multilayered experience in the New
York City school system as a teacher, school leader, grant writer, and higher
education administrator would shape his educational philosophy and practice
in District 4. So would Alvarado’s grandmother and extended family.’4

Alvarado’s grandmother was part of the early migration of Puerto Ricans
to the United States in 1916, the year before Puerto Ricans were granted U.S.
citizenship. Alvarado’s grandmother was a fonnative influence in his life, living
with him and his parents in a two-bedroom apartment in a six-floor walk-up
on Southern Boulevard in the South Bronx. Aivarado recalled that his grand
mother played the organ in a Lutheran church every Sunday and was also a
small-time numbers runneit Alvarado’s father came to the United States from
Cuba in 1929, and his extended family lived three blocks from Alvarado as he
was growing up.’5

Alvarado recalled that these extended family members encouraged him to
attend high school at Fordham Prep, located in a more prosperous neighbor
hood in the Bronx; as a result opportunities were opened to him that would not
have been available had he attended high school in the South Bronx. Moreover,
Fordham Prep provided strong intellectual support, something that had been
missing in Alvarado’s elementary school.’°

After leaving Fordham Prep, Alvarado earned undergraduate and graduate
degrees in American literature from Fordham and then decided to try teaching.
Taking “quick” education courses at Hunter during the summer of 1968, he
started teaching atJHS 38, in the South Bronx, in September 1968, during
the height of the community control movement. By the early 1970s, Alvarado
worked for the Central Board of Education, writing funding proposals for the
new community school districts. One of his proposals, for a storefront early
childhood program in East Harlem, was funded and he subsequently worked
on implementing the project. From an initial focus on early childhood, Alvara
do quickly moved to the other end of the educational spectrum, developing
college-access programs for black and Puerto Rican students.

Alvarado then became the principal of a small bilingual elementary school,
PS 235 in District 9 in the South Bronx. The school was among the first bilin
gual schools in New York City using newly available federal bilingual funds.
Located under the elevated subway onjerome Avenue, the school was housed
in an abandoned supermarket building. Starting the school required working

18-hour days, 7 days a week, in a building with no windows and classrooms
with no walls. But Alvarado recalled that even with such an overwhelming
schedule, he would occasionally drive for a car service company because he
needed the money. One night he was struck by the irony of the situation when
he picked up one of the parents from his school.’7

Although he changed positions quite frequently, Alvarado recalls that his
range of experience in the public school system, as well as in higher education,
provided the intellectual, administrative, and political experiences he would
need to subsequently succeed as a community-school-district superintendent.18
His formative intellectual experience began with the East Harlem preschool,
where he was introduced to a coalition of Puerto Rican social activists, many
of them educators and social workers. The East Harlem Coalition for Com
munity Control had been actively involved in the “resuscitation of the East
Harlem community” (see Chapter 4).h9 Many coalition participants would go
on to become prominent educators in the city in public schools and higher edu
cation Alvarado remembered the educators in the coalition as individuals who
combined “high activism” with academic knowledge grounded m research and
good practice In Alvarado’s view, “We were always open to trying to figure out
what it was that we wanted to do So it was never mhentmg some given set of
approaches to education And I think of that as a theme m my own life”2° This
initial expenence of combining research and action was a fonnative influence
on Alvarado’s educational philosophy and practice

Before the end of his first year as principal of the elementary school in the
Bronx, Alvarado received a call from Tony Burgos, the head of the supennten
dent search committee for the Distnct 4 community school board At 18 years
of age, Burgos was the youngest member of the District 4 school board when
he was elected in 1973 2~ Robert Rodnquez, the president of the new school
board, was just 26 but was already well connected to local Puerto Rican pohti
cal leaders who had their base in community antipoverty programs Alvarado
met mformally with Burgos, Rodnquez, and some of the Puerto Rican board

H members, who encouraged him to apply for the superintendent’s position.
When Alvarado was offered the superintendency, he took the position knowing
that conimumty pohtics would be a constant tension in his job But to contain
those political tensions, he brought with hun the blend of activism and profes
sionalism he had acquired from the coahtion of young Puerto Rican educators
and social workers in East Harlem22

Changing the Educational Climate

i
.4

I

Alvarado recalled that, given the chaotic and low-performing state of
the district’s schools in 1973, his first challenge was to introduce a rigorous
educational climate to the district. Second, because of the district’s lack of
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instructional coherence, he recalled bringing in a “traditional framework” to
help develop an articulated and comprehensive reading program.23 Third, be
cause he believed that East Harlem students deserved a range of educational
opportunities unavailable at the time, Alvarado began to introduce “some
kind of experimentation” that would be rigorous but provide “other ways
of educating kids successfully:’24 He remembers that even though his three-
pronged strategy—a rigorous educational climate, a traditional framework for
reading instruction, and experimental instructional approaches—was some
what informal, the district’s focus on instruction was paramount. After his
first 2 years as superintendent, he wrote a brief report to the school board re
questing a renewal of his contract, noting, “I believe that the leadership I have
provided has resulted in stabilization of the district, introduction of innovative
educational programs, higher student achievement, and improvement in the
quality of education being offered.”25

To bring about this change, Alvarado recruited a racially and ethnically
diverse district staff with strong instructional backgrounds. Alvarado appoint
ed Barbara Barry as his deputy superintendent for instruction. Barry, an Irish
American, had been a nun before she entered the New York City school sys-.
tem. Alvarado also hired Loyda Alfalla, who was Puerto Rican, to be the district
reading coordinator.26 Virginia Giddings, director of pupil personnel services
and Shirley Walker, deputy for administration, were both African American.
However, while Alvarado had some control over district staff appointments,
principal appointments were another matter.2’

The Politics of School Leadership

Alvarado recalls that the district’s principal appointment processes were
engulfed by political pressure to appoint Puerto Rican candidates, whether or
not they would make good instructional leaders. He developed several ways of
dealing with this pressure so that it would not negatively affect instruction. One
solution was to stall the appointments, especially when district politics were
especially turbulent, so that a new political agenda would quicldy displace the
old and a new candidate might eventually emerge. Another solution was com
promise. Alvarado agreed to hire certain principals who he doubted would ever
become effective instructional leaders.

In exchange, he unilaterally appointed teacher leaders of the small alterna
tive and bilingual schools he created as part of his experimental initiatives. Es
sentially, the leaders of these new schools were teachers freed from most of their
teaching responsibilities. The small-school leaders received theft regular teach
ers’ salary but also took on administrative and supervisory responsibilities. Be
cause the teacher leaders, or school directors, as they were commonly known,
were not part of the UFT or CSA’s collective bargaining agreements, Alvarado
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had sole control over their appointments.Jerome Harris, in District 13, used the
same strategy, calling his small-school leaders teacher coordinators (see Chapter
5). Hence, Alvarado’s dual strategies to contain potentially corrosive political
pressure—obfuscation and compromise—allowed him to carve out instructional
space so that he could experiment without too much political interference. But
what happened inside school buildings was another matter.28

The small schools and programs were housed in elementary and junior
high school buildings along with the traditional schools that enrolled the major
ity of each building’s student population. The new schools were referred to as
either alternative schools or bilingual schools. Alternative school proponents
argued that the building principal should be the instructional leader of the tra
ditional school but should not exercise power over the other, newer schools in
the building. But because the small schools threatened many of the traditional
building principals and their programs, relationships between principals and
teacher leaders sometimes became hostile.29

Teacher Leaders

The formation of the smaller schools and programs in traditional school
buildings was one way Alvarado exercised his authority over school leadership.
Because the teacher director role was not formally defined, either by school
board policy or by contractual stipulation, the relationship between the teacher
directors and the building principal was governed by the principal’s personality
and political agenda. Like the small schools and programs, the relationship be
tween teacher leader and principal was experimental and evolved over time.3°
But the success of the small schools, both alternative and bilingual, depended
on the imagination, creativity, and resilience of the leaders Alvarado appointed
to create them.

According to Alvarado, his three strategies to improve instruction—a
change in district culture, experimentation, and a districtwide program artic
ulation—were implemented in an “entrepreneurial” spirit, which conveyed the
sense that “what’s going on now is not working; let’s try to do something that
might worL”3’ This approach was dependent on finding people who were tal
ented, who “believed in the work:’ and who could work within the structures
of district politics. One school leader recalls that Alvarado “looked for talented
people. He was not embarrassed by talented people.”32

Much has been written about Central Park East, one of the district’s first
alternative elementary schools, whose founding director, Deborah Meier, had
worked with Lillian Weber, director of the Open Workshop Center at City
College, a support center for progressive educators. Meier would eventually
be the first teacher to receive the MacArthur Foundation’s genius award in
1987 and would eventually help form a network of progressive schools. But
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there were other, less well-known young teacher leaders, like Ellen Kirshbaum
and Awilda Orta, who were representative of the alternative and bilingual
movements.33

Many of the new school directors Alvarado appointed in District 4 were
women. In his view, most of the district’s male leaders came from the “old boys’
network,” which was not about the “four key components” of instruction: cur—
riculum, pedagogy, assessment, and professional development. Instead, most
of the men had a managerial, political, or sports coaching background and per
spective. Kirshbaum, an experienced teacher, was passionate about integrating
the performing arts and education. Orta started her teaching career exploring
bilingual education at its nascent stage of development. Alvarado recalls that
the traditional routes into leadership were not necessarily accessible to teachers
like Kirshbaum and Orta:

There were a batch of young people, smart, wanting to engage education, willing to
do whatever had to be done in terms of time and effort, who might not, who could
not, through both preparation and politics enter the normal authority channels, and
so you created these ways in which they could provide leadership.34

According to these teacher leaders, there was a willingness to tolerate mis
takes in the first few years of new entrepreneurial efforts and enormous encour
agement to take risks. However, the alternative schools movement and bilingual
education were both influenced by larger political and ideological forces beyond
the confines of East Harlem.

THE BILINGUAL MOVEMENT

In the summer of 1973, Pedro Pedraza, a researcher from the recently estab
lished Centro de Estudios Puertoriquenos (Center for Puerto Rican Studies)
of Hunter College of the City University of New York, worked with parents
and school board members in District 4 to involve parents more significant
ly in the district’s policy decisions.85 Initially Pedraza worked with district
parents on a Personnel Task Force that also included district staff, to help
recruit the best possible teachers. The task force adopted a number of strate
gies, including integrating school staff, upgrading district paraprofessionals to
become teachers, recruiting bilingual personnel, observing potential teaching
candidates in teaching situations, and developing lists of approved candidates.
These strategies established the district’s commitment to both instructional
improvement and bilingual education, even amid the threat of severe budget
cuts in the mid-1970s.’°
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District Language Policy

Pedraza and the parents he worked with became part of the district’s Lan
guage Policy Committee. In the spring of 1974, the school board, based on
the language committee’s recommendations, passed a policy resolution that de
dared District 4 a “bilingual district.”37 Frierson recalled that the school board
“argued terribly” over the policy because there were differences about how long
students should stay in predominantly Spanish-speaking dassrooms before they
transitioned into English.38 But eventually the school board unanimously agreed
on a language policy that defined the following goals: to provide students with
English- and Spanish-language competency; to teach the history and culture
of their heritage; to increase academic achievement in District 4, especially for
children whose dominant language was other than English; and to “foster and
strengthen the sense of family and community within District 4Y39 As part of its
emphasis on making bilingual and bicultural instruction available to all district
students, the policy stressed that both Spanish- and English-dominant children
would be served. In terms of culture, both Puerto Rican and “Afro-American”
history and culture would be part of the newly mandated program4°

During this early stage of the bilingual program in District 4, Awilda Orta
helped establish a biingual/bicultural minischool, the Rafael Cordero School,
located inJHS 45, that served 325 English- and Spanish-dominant students.4’
The goal was to promote second-language acquisition among all students, En
glish or Spanish dominant, through immersion not only in language but also
in culture. This goal brought together African American and Puerto Rican stu
dents. At the school’s first graduation, the valedictorian was African American
and the salutatorian was Puerto Rican. The African American student gave his
speech in Spanish and the Puerto Rican student gave his speech in English.42

The Rafael Cordero School was established as part of the first -Nave of New
York City’s bilingual programs, foliowing the 1968 federal Bilingual Education
Act, Title VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA). How
ever, the Rafael Cordero School’s approach was not necessarily consistent with
the spirit of the bilingual act. Signed by President LyndonJohnson, the act fo
cused on the “deficiencies” of “children of~~ted English-speaking ability.” The
act’s final version deleted a clause that would have encouraged the teaching of
Spanish as a native language. Therefore, the act’s silence on this issue discour
aged approaches that would develop student’s native language skills.~

In contrast to federal policy, the Rafael Cordero School, along with the
first few bilingual schools in New York City, were all “two-way” schools in
which Spanish-dominant students learned English and English-dominant
students learned Spanish.44 District 4’s bilingual policy statement proposed
the Rafael Cordero School as a model for developing bilingual approaches
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throughout the district. The language committee suggested that bilingual ed
ucation be introduced into the district schools beginning with the early child
hood grades, basing its recommendations on research and evaluation studies
of bilingual education.45

The district’s bilingual policy, radical for its time, proclaimed the district
as entirely bilingual, which meant that any school in the district could start a
bilingual program. Alvarado wanted the board to pass the bilingual education
policy statement because he wanted to encourage African American support
for bilingual education. According to Pedraza, because African Americans in
the district wanted theft children to learn another language, they perceived the
policy as supporting their aspirations. Pedraza recalled that this type of program
“wouldn’tjust be for the kids who were limited English proficient, but it would
be for kids who were also English dominant.”46 The policy was also intended
to support Puerto Rican students who spoke English but had never developed
enough literacy in Spanish.47 However, District 4’s bilingual policy was not im
mune from the influence of broader changes in city and federal bilingual policy.

The Aspira Consent Decree

In 1972, bilingual advocates from Aspira of New York, an organization
founded in the early 1960s to improve education in Puerto Rican and Lati
no communities, joined with the Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education
Fund (PRLDEF) to initiate a suit against the Board of Education on behalf of
182,000 Puerto Rican students who spoke little or no English. The legal settle
ment—the 1974 Aspira z~ Board ofEducation consent decree—represented a partial
victory for advocates’ efforts to scale up bilingual education. Aspira had formed
in 1961 as a Puerto Rican youth education and advancement organization and,
together with PRLDE~ negotiated the agreement between the plaintiffs and
the New York City Board of Education. The consent decree followed the 1974
Lau v. ilithols U.S. Supreme Court decision, which found that Chinese students
in San Francisco public schools were denied equal treatment because they could
not understand English, the district’s dominant language of instruction.48

At the time, the Aspira v. Board ofEducation consent decree seemed to be
the citywide answer to local organizing efforts and demands for equal edu
cational opportunity for Puerto Rican students. While Aspira viewed bilin
gual education more as a political tool than a pedagogical process, pioneering
educators such as Orta had created a number of model bilingual programs
that emphasized culture as well as language in neighborhoods across the city.
When the implementation of the Aspira consent decree began, its advocates
expected that these disparate efforts would not only be supported by the
school system’s central administration, but would become sites for citywide
program dissemination. The consent decree’s promise of citywide provision

of bilingual services for students, through a court-mandated order, seemed
to signal a shift in resource allocation to second-language students and to
the preparation and ongoing professional development of bilingual teachers.49
Indeed, when Aspira was signed in 1974, Luis Alvarez, the national executive
director of Aspira of America claimed:

We at Aspira regard today’s ruling as a landmark on the road to equal educational
opportunity for all Puerto Rican children. Aspira v. Board ofEthiazlion ofthe C4y ofRew
York may go down in history as our equivalent of the Brown case.”

However, the implementation of Asp Ira by the New York City Board of Ed
ucation frustrated the vision generated by the legal agreement. The aspect most
damaging to the hopes and aspirations of movement activists was the central ad
ministration’s narrow interpretation of bilingual education.5’ Although the New
York City Board of Education was forced to sign the Aspira agreement, board
members and central administrators did not completely embrace the rights of
linguistic minority students.52 Complicating and abetting the school system’s
resistance to the spread of bilingual education was the city’s fiscal crisis, which
peaked in the 1974—75 school year. Ultimately, the Board of Education estab
lished a transitional model of bilingual education that deemphasized students’
culture and limited the scope of students to be served ~‘ (1}ansitional bilingual
models too often treated Spanish speaking children as students with deficits) As
a result, the central administration’s implementation policy severely limited the
development and spread of bilingual and bicultural programs serving English-
and Spanish dominant students 54

Thus, the Aspira v. Board ofEducation consent decree represented a pyrrhic
victory for the activists and advocates who had pioneered the city’s first bilin
gual and bicultural programs. Despite the decree’s potential promise, its flawed
implementation weakened efforts to realize a different kind of bilingual edu
cation that attempted to bridge cultural as well as linguistic differences among
African American and Puerto Rican students. Through such efforts, local edu
cators and community organizers hoped to improve academic achievement and
nurture community cohesion. District 4 was just one of a number of sites across
the city where local activists attempted to realize this vision.55

In 1974, amendments to the federal Bilingual Education Act of 1968
opened the possibility for bilingual programs that were not just transitional but
maintained native language and culture. In 1975, the federal government, un
der Tide VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, supported a diversity of bilingual
programs, including bilingual and bicultural programs. This support would
be nullified in 1978 when more-conservative federal amendments reversed the
pro-bilingual amendments of 1974. Thus there was a 4-year window of opportu
nity when bilingual and bicultural education probably enjoyed its highest level
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of federal legislative support. But during this period, New York City did not
take advantage of these federal opportunities; instead the implementation of the
consent decree and Lint remedies in New York City inhibited the potential for
bilingual and bicultural programs.56

District Implementation of the Consent Decree

District 4 responded to the consent decree immediately. By 1975, students
who met the cutoff scores, based on tests of language acquisition, were pulled
out of their classrooms for 45 minutes a day for bilingual instruction. However,
in 1977, District 4 created eight bilingual centers for children who qualified for
bilingual services, which made it possible to concentrate students so that they
had full-day bilingual instruction. Creating these centers meant that, in some
cases, students would no longer attend their neighborhood school. But because
the district had developed so many other special programs, these students were
not the only ones attending non-neighborhood schools. However, the bilingual
centers for a segment of the district’s Spanish-speaking students were a far cry
from the school board’s vision of a dual-language district, the ideal whose early\
promise had been realized in the Rafael Cordero minischool atJHS 45.

Although Alvarado endorsed the district’s bilingual centers, he recalls that
he was troubled by the disparity between the promise of bilingual education
and its more limited implementation. His concern provoked some dismay
among leaders of the bilingual movement in District 4. Alvarado was also aware
that student achievement results were not acceptable in some of the district’s
bilingual schools and programs. While the district continued to support the
bilingual movement, raising funds and providing space for new programs, Al
varado’s pressure for instructional improvement would sometimes “rub against
some of the practitioners.”57 Alvarado remembers investing in bilingual edu
cation but refraining from making it the “reigning ideology for the district, to
the exclusion of all other things?’55 Pedraza recalls that some of the criticism of
Alvarado within East Harlem was that, aside from bilingual education, “Alvara
do didn’t do anything else for Puerto Ricans.”59 Some of this resentment might
have been related to Alvarado’s endorsement of another movement in the dis
trict, the alternative schools’ movement, which at times worked at cross-purpos
es to the bilingual movement.

THE ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL MOVEMENT

The whole development of the alternative schools for me was an organic one that
grew from the needs of the situation. And then, a pattern began to emerge about
what form these schools took. And then, there was a sense of creating a movement.
We began to attempt to foster a network and some organizational support for it,
but not initially.66

Just a year after he was appointed superintendent, Alvarado established three
small schools without much public fanfare. Indeed, the school board considered
them part of Alvarado’s experiments. In keeping with the schools’ experimental
origins, the superintendent’s lirst public report about the schools was brief and
somewhat ambiguous. downplaying the significance of the alternative schools. At
these early stages, the alternative schools, which would subsequently become well
known locally and nationally, were significantly removed from public attention.
Moreover, unlike the bilingual schools, the alternative schools were not initially
part of a citywide network. Alvarado’s low-key alternative school openings pro
vided flexibility for school leaders and staff to experiment with the curricular and
organizational design for their schools without too much outside interference.

For example, one of the newly created schools was referred to simply as
the “Alternative School.” Alvarado reported that he started this school at PS
109 on the fifth floor, serving approximately 20—30 students in 5th, 6th, and
7th grade, led byJohn Falco, a teacher in the district. The school, which would
subsequently be called the B.E.T.A. School (Better Education Through Alterna
tives), was the only one of the three experiments to be genuinely alternative, in
the educational jargon of the time, because it served students having difficulty
in regular school settings.6’

Another school was simply referred to as the “Open Education Program”
and was headed by Deborah Meier, a teacher brought in from outside the dis
trict. Alvarado explained that the program was staffed by “5 to 6 highly experi
enced teachers” and served 120 students from kindergarten to 2nd grade. This
school would become Central Park East Elementary School.62

A third school, simply described as a perfonning arts school, opened in St.
Edwards Church on 109th Street, between Madison and Fifth avenues, with
145 students. The school was described as an experiment in teaching academic
subjects through the “vehicle of the performing arts?’ This school would even
tually become the East Harlem Performing Arts School (EHPAS), designed and
implemented by Nancy Goldman and Ellen Kirshbaum, two of the district’s
master teachers.

These first three small schools, together with three that soon followed,
constituted the district’s initial cohort of alternative schools. Each school had
distinctive origins and educational philosophies, but their creators all had deep
roots in the classroom. Alvarado was aware of successful district teachers who

According to Alvarado, the initiation of the district’s alternative schools was not
the result of a master plan:
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had been in the system for a number of years but who were hesitant to be
come school leaders through the traditional principal-preparation ladder. The
following description of these early years of the alternative schools suggests the
challenges these teacher leaders faced.63

Arts in Education

Kirschbaum and Goldman had been team teachers in a combined class
room for 2 years and had successfully experimented with integrating the arts
into the regular academic curriculum.’34 Kirshbaum remembers that when she
and Goldman proposed a new program that would run from 3rd to 7th grade,
she was shocked when Alvarado said, “Why not?” When Kirshbaum detailed
the potential problems, Alvarado said, “If those constraints are going to get in
the way, then you’re right, we can’t do it. And if you don’t let them get in the
way, well, then we’ll see what we can do.”65 By the time Kirshbaum opened the
East Harlem Performing Arts School the following summer, she and Alvarado
were married.

Terry Baker, a researcher at the Center for Arts Education Research at
Teachers College, Columbia University, helped launch and also studied Kir
shbaum and Goldman’s arts integration strategies.66 Baker also helped launch
Harbor Junior High School for the Performing Arts, another of the district’s
new small schools.

Harbor was the brainchild of Sandy Owens from Boy’s Harbor, a social ser
vice organization serving East Harlem youth since the 1930s. Owens convinced
Alvarado to start the Harbor School in the spring of 1975, using a traditional con
servatory approach to the performing arts. Coleman Genn became the director
of the school and Owens continued to provide programmatic direction for the
arts component. This component followed a conservatory model, with auditions
and intensive professional training by artists in instrumental music, vocal music,
dance, and drama. The academic program was separate from the arts.’37

The school differed somewhat from the traditional conservatory approach
because it encouraged students to perform throughout their training, rather
than waiting until their senior year when they had developed sufficient founda
tional skills. Genn described the school as “a conservatory model with public
school leavening”53 and recalled that students perfonned at Harbor 2 weeks
after they started. Part of the reason for local performances, and even national
tours, was political. As Genn argued, the school had to “establish our place in
the world. Our place in the world was not automatic. We used the performanc
es to generate political support for us.”69

The East Harlem Performing Arts School differed from Harbor in several
ways: most significantly, the East Harlem school’s emphasis was on integrating
the performing arts into the regular education program. Opened in September
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1974 with 150 students in 3rd through 7th grades in St. Edwards Church, the
school moved in the following year to the third floor of a new school building,
with no walls and open classrooms.’5

At East Harlem Performing Arts there were no auditions. Moreover, Per
forming Arts had no academic selection process, on the assumption that all
students could benefit from participation in the arts. Thus the school was based
on an “arts in general education” concept.7’ The goal of arts integration in the
regularjunior high school curriculum presented a major challenge for teachers
mostly trained to teach one subject. Despite Kirshbaum’s goals, teachers began
to divide themselves into “nonarts” and “arts” cliques. Kirshbaum recalls that
she “knew she was in hot water” when this occurred, because she had somehow
failed to convey the schools’ mission.72

As Alvarado launched more alternative schools, he created the Office of
Alternative Schools and Programs in 1976 as a support mechanism. He appoint
ed Sy Hiegel as its director; however it took time for this office to develop a
support system for the alternative schools.73

Over time, the Office of Alternative Schools and Programs began to pro
vide some of the supports school directors needed. This district support net
work helped foster the citywide alternative schools movement, and some of the
staff developers eventually worked with all the district’s schools. But this did
not alleviate some of the tensions among the traditional, bilingual, and alterna
tive schools.

Two Competing Movements

Some of the tension between the alternative and bilingual schools arose out
of the sense of protectiveness the directors developed for their unique system of
schools.74 Although this was also true for many of the bilingual school directors,
they developed their own separate system.75

Hence, the alternative and bilingual schools each had their own district
support structures through the Office of Alternative Schools and the Office of
Bilingual Education. They each had their own students, their own parent sup
porters, and their own support networks. The traditional schools also had their
own system, the traditional predecentrakzation model that Alvarado was slowly
trying to change. F’liegel recalls that the alternative, bilingual, and traditional
schools all had their “separate fiefdoms” in the district office.76 This parallel de
velopment of three different systems was emblematic of Alvarado’s philosophy,
which encouraged a diversity of instructional approaches. As Alvarado argued,
“There is no one way up the mountain. Anyone who wants to initiate some
thing to help that end will get my support.”

Alvarado’s bottom line was whether teachers and principals were instruc
tionally effective; he did not care which network an educator was a part of, nor
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did he favor a particular educational philosophy.78 Alvarado recalled, “If you
were good, I didn’t care where you caine from or what your ideology was.”7° As
a result, Fliegel recalls, there was a diversity of beliefs about how to educate stu
dents. According to Fliegel, “One thing we understood, there was no one best
way to educate kids. So we had progressive schools. We had some very tradi
tional schools. But if you got the right visions and the right people who believed
in that way of doing things, it would work.”8° However, this eclectic mix of
educational philosophies did not prevent jostling for resources and recognition
among the different systems. Nor did it prevent resentment against some of the
district staff who, in the perception of some of the alternative school directors,
seemed to be unwilling to bend the rules prescribed by central headquarters at
110 Livingston Street.8’

The district’s Office of Alternative Schools and Programs served as a coun
terpoint to the traditional district office staff, and duplicated that staff’s func
dons and roles. According to Genn, this duplication was necessary because the
separate structure protected the alternative schools from those in the district
who were not supportive and also ensured that the alternative schools received
adequate hinds and supports. However, the differences between the alternative,’\
bilingual, and traditional systems were notjust philosophical and administrative
but also racial and ethnic.°’

The alternative schools, at their peak, accounted for only 150/c of the district’s
student population; thus a large number of the district’s students remained in
the traditional and bilingual schools. Most of the directors of the 17 alternative
schools were white.83 In 1982, the bilingual school population was about 25°/a of
the district’s student population.84 The bilingual schools, because of the mandates
of the Aspira consent decree, were restricted to accepting Latino students, and the
directors of these schools and programs were almost all Latino. Key personnel in
the traditional district office system were African American.

The alternative school directors shared a common distrust of the tradi
tional school principals and district office administrators. Traditional signified
the imposition of traditional curriculum standards and the use of tradition
al disciplinary approaches. The alternative schools wanted the freedom to
pursue their individual beliefs about teaching and learning, and they defined
school autonomy as critical to their success.°5 By 1980, this quest for alterna
tive school autonomy would create deeper divisions among the three different
district systems and ultimately weaken school board confidence in Alvarado’s
leadership.

In 1980, the District 4 Alternative Schools Parent Council, which advocated
for the alternative schools in the district, launched a campaign for greater auton
omy for the alternative schools. The campaign kicked offwith a large conference
in support of autonomy for the alternative schools within the traditional school

buildings.°” Not long after, on the eve of the school board election in May, the
alternative schools held another meeting in which they distributed a draft “au
tonomy resolution” in support of the alternative schools. Board members such
as Alicia Rodriquez. who was not aware of the second meeting, saw the move as
an attempt to bypass the school board.” Rodriquez asked, “What does it mean—
complete autonomy? Because the bilingual people are going to be asking the
same thing and I don’t blame them.”87 Rodriquez not only was annoyed by the
selective nature of the campaign for autonomy, but also questioned the lack of
public data about student achievement in the alternative schools.88

The eventual passage of the school board autonomy resolution raised fur
ther concerns, even from those who supported it. A traditional principal, Sidney
Schwager, said he supported alternative schools but argued that the principal of
the regular school should maintain control of the building. He also reminded
the public that “most children in our district are children in regular schools.”~°
Sarah Frierson, no longer a board member, but active in the district as a parent
with one son attending an alternative school, expressed her support for alterna
tive schools but argued that some of them were effective and some of them not
and that the board had a responsibility to evaluate all of them. Frierson could
not recall any recent evaluation and asked for a written process that would
guarantee that “if an alternative school or any school is not effective it doesn’t
limp on and on.” Frierson also expressed her concern that the alternative school
leadership did not reflect the district’s student population “as it should.”°°

The push by the alternative schools for greater autonomy brought to the
surface some of the district’s underlying tensions. Although the autonomy res
olution passed, it seems to have upset the delicate balance of power among the
three disparate networks of alternative, bilingual, and traditional schools. The
alternative schools, instead of reaching out to the bilingual schools to develop
a conmion understanding of their needs as smaller schools and programs, pur
sued their own path toward greater autonomy. The costs to district cohesion are
difficult to weigh, but at the very least, the autonomy resolution provoked one
of the first public district discussions about the relationship between autonomy
and accountability. Meanwhile, Alvarado attempted to make changes in the
traditional schools in the district, especially the middle schools.

ACCOUNTABILITY AND CHOICE

Early in his district tenure, Alvarado reported to the public that junior high
school education has been the most unsuccessful of all the educational pro
grams” and that he would be focusing on junior high schools to make them
“more responsive to the needs of students.”°’ .Alvarado’s approach was
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multifaceted and included rezoning and reconfiguring junior high school grade
structures, restructuring individual junior high schools, and reducing the pop
ulation to less than 1,000 students per school. Alvarado made a public plea for
support for this effort, though it would inconvenience some families and staff.
He explained that to revitalize junior high school educational programs, extra
space was necessary.

One focus of his strategy for reducing overcrowding in the junior high
school buildings was to rezone attendance areas; another focus was to use un
derused space in elementary school buildings threatened with closure because
of the fiscal crisis. Such actions caused public resistance, but the school board
supported Alvarado and worked with the parents who would be affected by
zoning and school conversion. Eventually, all district junior high schools would
become part of Alvarado’s open zoning concept.92

After almost 10 years in the district, Alvarado created a system of choice
in which all incoming junior high school students selected an alternative
school, a bilingual school, or a regular junior high school.93 In the spring of
1982, when Alvarado introduced open zoning to the school board, he ex
planed that it meant that although the regular junior high schools would not
be closed, they would be forced to provide better learning opportunities so~
students would be willing to attend. The school board approved the policy
but with some reservations about what would happen to schools that were not
performing well. Eventually the school board passed a resolution supporting
the open zoning concept for junior high school students with the rational that
it would “promote greater responsibility on the part of Junior High School
programs in developing curricular offerings of sufficient merit to attract in-
coming students.”94 Thus, school accountability in District 4 hinged on wheth
er or not schools were successful at attracting students. In theory, if a junior
high school failed at this task, it would eventually close. Unfortunately, in
practice this was not necessarily the case.

Balancing Autonomy and Accountability

According to Fliegel, the advantage of small schools is that if they don’t
work, it is easier to close them than it is to dose large schools. By Fliegel’s logic,
because big schools cost millions of dollars to initiate, if they are not successful,
policymakers are hesitant to admit it because so much is at stake. Fliegel recalls
that with small schools, some of which started with 60 students and four teach
ers, it was easier to admit failure.

If we decided to change direction it wasn’t the end of the world. We were able to
take a harder line on defining failure. When we said a school had failed it wasn’t
because the teachers weren’t competent or the students didn’t learn; it meant the
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school was not reaching its objectives or the high standards we had set for it. We
insisted on schools of quality, and we would not settle for less.°5

Despite Fliegel’s hard line on failure, from 1974 to 1994, only three alternative
schools were shut down in East Harlem.°6

In retrospect, Alvarado argued that accountability in the district was woe
fully underdeveloped. Even though he remembers paying considerable atten
tion to the data on student achievement, he also remembers the political agenda
detracting from the development of a “system of accountability?’ After 5 years as
superintendent, he began to object more vociferously to encroachments on his
power over district personnel appointments. When Robert Rodriquez left the
school board in 1978 to run for city council, no other board member seemed to
be able to protect Alvarado’s administrative authority the way Rodriquez had.97

In addition to political pressures, Alvarado’s attempt to balance autonomy
with accountability in the district was a challenge. In Alvarado’s view, he con
stantly struggled with “what’s the role of the district and what’s the role of the
school?” He tried to create a district that had a “sense of common purpose with
some common set of strategies and beliefs,” but was also balanced by bottom-up
leadership.98

Could the district leadership have done better? According to Alvarado,
without the political constraints, more instructional improvement could have
occurred. But politics also helped create the district and sustained Alvarado’s
leadership over 10 years, providing continuity for district improvement.99
Throughout his tenure as superintendent, Alvarado wrestled with the tension
between local politics and his consistent focus on instruction.

The school board members also wrestled with this tension. Although the
board was part of the problem, it was also part of the solution. Despite pressures
on the board to make political principal appointments, school board members
maintained some dear conmiltments to instruction. One important indicator
of this commitment was that four different school boards renewed Alvarado’s
contract. Most school board members recognized, and tried to conform to, Al
varado’s insistence on protecting educational work against the incursions of
politics. In comparing the District 4 school board with other school districts,
Frierson recalled:

In District 4 they could lay that racial feeling and tension aside. In East Harlem,
we fought our differences but when we came to the table, we put on our best faces.
And in District 5, they never got beyond that. They just never were able to get
beyond their differences. And as a result, the kids suffer. There was a split, and
the split stayed split. If you ever look at the District 5 minutes, they voted split. If
you look at the District 4 minutes, they might have had differences, but the votes
were not always split the same way. In District 4 we fought it out, talked it out, and
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discussed it out. I think we had a moral obligation and an academic obligation. We
might have differed about paraprofessionals, about the selection of principals—but
basically when it came to academic achievement and academic input, we had the
same ideology. And that made it work so much better.”°

Budgetary Flexibility

Eventually, Alvarado’s entrepreneurial budgetary practices would draw at
tention from the central school system. Terry Baker, district coordinator for
the arts, was a key district fund-raiser, helping stave off the worst effects of the
fiscal crisis and helping to design and create schools. Ultimately Baker, along
with others, helped raise “something like $70 million” for the district.’8’ While
the district raised significant external resources, Alvarado would simultaneously
fight for flexibility and control over the city budget allocation. The fight for
resources, and sufficient control over them, was another constant tension. In
deed, District 4 became known as a district that constantly overspent its annual
budget allocation, and it was therefore persistently monitored and audited by
the central school system.

According to Alvarado, the reputation the district acquired for creative
noncompliance with the school system’s bureaucratic rules and regulations was
slightly distorted, attributing too much intentionality to an approach that was
not necessarily a conscious strategy. In Alvarado’s terms, he was ‘just pushing
the envelope of the rules” to get the work done in an entrepreneurial and inno
vative manner:

It’s not like we knew what the hell we were doing; . . . we were trying to invent a
different world. We believed we could do a significantiy better job. We really cared
about our work. It was really, really important to us. It wasn’t the job; it was who
we were as people. We applied as much energy, as much thinking, as we possibly
could)°’

Alvarado would draw on the same energy and creativity when he moved
to 110 Livingston Street in the spring of 1983 to become chancellor of the
city school system, bringing with him many of the talented people he had
recruited to District 4. But unfortunately, Alvarado’s personal finances and
mayoral politics would curtail the promise of citywide innovation under
decentralization.

According to a district analysis, in 1978, District 4 ranked 28th out of 32
districts in New York City in reading achievement.’0’ By 1982, when Alvarado
reported the results of the citywide reading test to school board members, the
district showed a 4.2°/o increase from 44.3 to 48.5, the highest gain in the city.
By 1982, the district ranked 16 in the city out of 32 school districts.’84
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Some district leaders would attribute the meteoric rise in test scores to
the creation of a system of choice. When Alvarado left in 1983, every junior
high school student could choose from an array of 22 alternative schools and
programs; students were no longer limited to attending theft neighborhood
school.’°5 Sy Fliegel, who left the district in 1988, would subsequently promote
school choice on a national level, using District 4 as a model. Fliegel would
package Alvarado’s inchoate ideas about experimentation and instructional
diversity into an ideological argument for the effectiveness of market-driven
choice in education. Fliegel argued in an op-ed piece in the New York Daily News,
“Choice in public schools can provide the catalyst for educational reform by
introducing a market-place for ideas, innovations and investment—if it is accom
panied by the necessary degree of school-site management.”°°

Critics of the free market approach used District 4 to illuminate its down-
sides. A former teacher in District 4, Bill Tashman, argued that the district’s
choice system was “better than what came before, and better than what exists in
other districts, but that certain flaws in the system were overlooked by free-mar
keters.”07 In Tashman’s view, the schools choose students, rather than the oth
er way around, and students with behavior problems tended to be placed in
the worst schools. He warned that if the national mandate for school choice
did not address these oversights, eventually the public school system would be
destroyed.108

Even academics who studied District 4’s instructional advances were con
cerned about the capacity of the district to serve all students through the choice
system. Richard Elmore, a policy analyst, argued that 40°/o of District 4’s stu
dents did not have access to the alternative program&’°9 Thus District 4 became
a symbol, for both conservatives and liberals, of the promises and perils of
school choice systems. But District 4, as well as District 13, would also be recog
nized as exceptions to the mediocre results of decentralization.

“TWO DISTRICTS: TWO DIFFERENT STRATEGIES”

In 1980, after a decade of decentralization, Gene Maeroff of the New York Times
concluded that the results of decentralization were mixed. The city’s school
system showed slight gains in achievement, similar to the gains recorded by
other urban districts across the country. Maeroff argued that decentralization
had produced little prog-raimnatic innovation and that the school system’s
achievement levels continued to mirror faniily background, with low perfor
mance in predominantly black and Latino schools. Maeroff noted that one of
the major obstacles to improvement had been the fiscal crisis, which inevita
bly complicated any reliable assessment of decentralization’s legacy. But local
politics had also subverted the promises of decentralization. Maeroff identified
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several districts that had failed both educationally and politically. He focused
on District 5 in central Harlem, which had six superintendents in 10 years and
whose school boards were suspended several times by different chancellors.’1’

Maeroff identified two areas of hope: District 4 and District 13. He high
lighted District’s 4’s choice system and its increases in student achievement,
dainilng that alternative school students were outperforming students in regu
lar programs. District 4’s superintendent Anthony Alvarado, indicated that the
creation of alternative schools would have been “very difficult under a central
ized system. With decentralization there is a higher level of response to local
needs and an ability to look outside a traditional framework.” In his analysis
of District 13, Maeroff featured Harris’s system of accountability, including his
school walkthroughs and interventions to support poorly performing princi
pals. Maeroff noted that “few superintendents in low-achieving districts have
displayed such resourcefuiness.” What struck Maeroff about the two districts,
in addition to their accomplishments, was that Harris and Alvarado followed
two significantly different reform strategies. 112

Despite their disparate reform approaches, Harris and Alvarado were not
as different as they seemed. For both, there was no single or simple formula for
district reform. Even in the midst of letting a thousand flowers bloom, Aivarado\
focused on essential skills, particularly reading. In spite of Harris’s top-down
structures, he provided specified degrees of freedom and autonomy to schools
and particularly to teachers and principals who demonstrated they could im
prove student achievement. When Alvarado started, he encouraged teachers
to initiate change in small schools and programs but also dealt with resistance
from educators in more traditional schools by establishing districtwide instruc
tional programs.”

Both superintendents employed competition to stimulate change. Harris
disseminated results of districtwide tests and other indicators of school achieve
ment to motivate teachers and principals to improve because, as he said, “no
body wants to finish last?’ Harris argued that those who were on the bottom
would be pushed, through competition, to change theft behaviors, if not their
attitudes.”4 Alvarado used school choice as a vehicle for pushing school leaders
to improve, if traditional schools didn’t measure up they wouldn’t have stu
dents; thus it was in the interests of the school principals to improve.

The choice systems each superintendent developed were somewhat com
plementary. They attempted to address the wide range of student needs and
parental preferences, something that the traditional schools, especially the mid
dle schools, did not seem to be able to do. Therefore, to retain and attract mid
dIe-class families, both superintendents created schools of choice that offered
accelerated or progressive educational opportunities. In District 4, these schools
attracted white, middle-class families from outside the district. In District 13, not
many of the white families in the district choose to attend the small enrichment
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schools that attracted black middle-class families. But the middle class was not
the only target. The small schools inside the larger middle school buildings par
tially addressed the academic needs of a range of students, including those who
had been least well served before decentralization.

At the same time, both superintendents recruited, nurtured and promoted
instructional leaders in the district office as well as in theft districts’ schools. Many
of these instructional leaders were women, and many of them were black and
Puerto Rican. In some instances these appointments converged with the ins truc
tional focus of the district. In others, both superintendents made political choices
about principal hiring and evaluation that compromised instructional integrity.

Politically, both superintendents were appointed by a loose coalition of
community activists who, for the most part, helped sustain continuity of lead
ership in both districts. Some of the activists in both districts had roots in the
community control struggles. Although superintendent and school board rela
tions were stralned at times, the school boards renewed the superintendents’
contracts over 10 years. This continuity of leadership appears to have been
a key factor in district stability and long-term instructional change. Further
more, the probability that Harris and Alvarado would have been appointed
superintendents without the influence of the community control movement
was highly unlikely.

But school board support did not necessarily alleviate political pressure.
Alvarado made a decision to negotiate, rather than fight, with school board
members over who would control the appointment of principals. And after the
initial and controversial removal of an ineffective principal, Harris kept prin
cipals whom he considered to be weak instructional leaders but pushed them
to improve. Both superintendents gave up a certain degree of authority over
principal accountability in return for control below the principal level. One un
expected outcome of theft political pragmatism, however, was that teachers in
both districts would be given more leadership opportunities.

Both superintendents focused on strengthening teacher leadership by cul
tivating teacher leaders who were under the radar of politics. These informal
school leaders were not formally appointed, did not have tenure in their posi
tions, and earned salaries that cost the district far less than traditional principals’
salaries. But even if the creation of the teacher leader role appeared to be a
strategy of convenience and compromise, it was also innovative. There was no
career ladder for teachers in the union contract. Teachers’ only choice, if they
wanted to provide instructional leadership, was to become an assistant principal
or leave theft schools and become a principal or district administrator. The sup
port Harris and Alvarado provided for teachers as lead educators was novel for
its time and offered teachers more choice in theft profession.

Working within a loosely coupled central school system with little support
or oversight, both superintendents set instructional goals based on districiwide
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academic standards. Harris’s goal was to improve instruction through uniform
curricular objectives and professional development, and he measured his suc
cess, in part, by comparing the district’s reading and math scores to the scores
of other city districts. Alvarado’s goal was to improve instruction by cultivating
creative and competent school leaders and offering curricular diversity. Like
Harris, he compared the district to other districts based on standardized test
scores. Even though these scores may have been unreliable indicators of actual
student performance, at the very least they positioned the performance of the
two districts in relationship to the city as a whole. And as the decentralization
law stipulated, the annual test score results from all 32 school districts were
published and analyzed in the New York Times annually.

Both districts moved from the bottom of the city’s district performance
scale to the middle by the mid-1980s. However, the challenge for both districts
would be to sustain this rise in achievement after Alvarado and Harris moved
on. The next chapter follows the districts’ trajectories, and the school system as
a whole, into the 1990s. Reflecting on what might have been done differently,
Alvarado noted that District 4’s choice model lacked sufficient accountability
mechanisms. Schools needed greater support and timely interventions when
achievement lagged.’15 In contrast, Harris’s model provided a structure of ac
countability that balanced professional autonomy with targeted support. How
ever, even this district reform model suffered from the lingering effects of the
fiscal crisis and the continued lack of central school system support.

From Decentralization to
Centralization

New York City’s district superintendents implemented their reforms against the
backdrop of a severe municipal fiscal crisis. Cutbacks in federal funding to cities
in the 1970s and l980s further exacerbated unequal living and working condi
tions in poor communities of color. Anthony Alvarado, in East Harlem, and
Jerome Harris, in Bedford-Stuyvesant, attempted to realize their instructional
goals in spite of fewer community resources and cuts to the education budget.
And nationally, the federal government called for higher education standards
but provided no fiscal support to meet these standards.

When Alvarado became chancellor of the New York City school system
in 1983, President Ronald Reagan’s National Commission on Excellence in
Education released A Nation at Risk, a report that called for higher educational
standards. However, the report did not provide any recommendations for how
poor, underfunded urban school districts could meet these standards. Reflecting
on the report, Alvarado warned against “elitism” in public education:

There is a simplistic notion in the Reaganesque proposals that you just lay out the
demand and, in the good old American tradition, you hold them accountable, and
they’ll make it. If they don’t make it, it’s because, you know, they weren’t tough
enough. We have to make sure that those who don’t, do—and the way that we do
that is by providing support.’

Alvarado quickly moved to make this rhetoric reality, rankling the city’s budget
analysts as well as the mayor.

Announcing that he would implement all-day kindergarten for 59,000 city
children, for example, Alvarado instantly created an $18 million deficit in the
city’s education budget by implementing a popular reform that would enroll
more children than the budget directors had anticipated. But precisely because
of the widespread popularity of all-day kindergarten, the city’s mayor, Edward
I. Koch, was forced to support the expansion, regardless of cost. Alvarado’s lack
of budgetary caution was duly criticized in the media. The New York Times noted,
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“Mt Alvarado still has a tendency to program first and worry about costs lat
er—a habit he acquired as a successful district superintendent:’2 When schools
opened in September 1984, not everything went smoothly, but the population
of the city’s kindergarten classrooms doubled, from 900 to 1,800. This radical
transformation of early childhood education was rooted in Alvarado’s commit
ment to creating opportunities for the school system’s youngest students.3

Alvarado’s career as chancellor ended abruptly when he became the focus
of investigations about employee loans and inappropriate employee compensa
tion.4 An editorial in the New York Yimes announced the demise of Alvarado’s
leadership. “The recently bright and promising career of New York Schools
Chancellor, Anthony Alvarado, is effectively destroyedY5 After withering scruti
ny and damaging attacks, Alvarado finally resigned in May 1984.6

This chapter follows the trajectory of decentralization in the 1980s and
the transition from decentralization to the phase-in of a centralized system be
ginning in the mid-1990s. The chapter then briefly summarizes the first de
cade of mayoral control of schools that began in 2001, under Mayor Michael
Bloomberg. The chapter considers the instructional limitations of both the de
centralized and the recentralized school system and concludes with an analysis\
of the relationship between instructional and civic capacity.

COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND THEIR TRAJECTORIES

In the years following Alvarado’s resignation as chancellor, some of the city’s
community school districts became notorious for corruption and academic fail
ure. Not all these districts were in poor communities, but the news media fo
cused on a few South Bronx districts. At the same time, educational leaders in
Districts 4 and 13 struggled to maintain the districts’ upward ascent in academic
performance.

The Challenge of Sustaining Reform

After Alvarado left District 4 in the early 1980s, the district encountered
serious difficulties. Within a few years, it was consumed by internal dissension
and was under attack by external critics still attempting to discredit Alvarado,
3 years after his brief career as chancellor. Alvarado had protected the district’s
alternative schools and shielded their unorthodox practices, but after he left
the district, its alternative school advocates claimed that the district suffered,
not only from external criticism but also from the punitive actions of the new
district administrator.7 Moreover, by the 1990s, the district’s achievement gains
had leveled off in comparison with other city districts. In 1974, District 4 was
32nd out of 32 school districts in the percentage of students achieving at grade

level. In 1982, just before Alvarado left, its ranking was elevated to 15th, but by
1996, when the school system started to recentralize, the district’s ranking had
dropped to 2lst in the city.8

Harris remained superintendent of District 13 until 1988, serving a total of
14 years. He then became superintendent of the Atlanta Public Schools. When
Lester Young became superintendent of District 13 in 1993, the majority of the
school board had served for some 12 years, and its members provided consid
erable continuity for him. Young would serve as district superintendent for a
decade, ensuring stability and continuity until 2002.’

Young continued many of Harris’s reforms, with some adjustments, and
launched some new ones, particularly an effort to create stronger ties with com
munity members across district schools. Young worked withjanies Comer, the
head of the Child Development Project at Yale University and with Robert
Moses, a veteran civil rights leader and educator, to enhance community partic
ipation in the district’s schools. In comparison with other school districts, Dis
trict 13 moved from 22nd of 32 community school districts in the percentage
of students reading at grade level in 1974 when Harris started, to its peak per
formance in 1988, when the district ranked 13th. By 1997, as the school system
moved toward greater centralization, the district ranked 24th in the city.”

From this longitudinal data perspective, achievement in both districts appears
to have declined after Harris and Alvarado left. However, some studies of District
4 found that the downward curve of achievement results after 1987 was far less
steep than the rise.” District 13’s achievement score pattern was more erratic.’2

School Board Corruption Across the City

Districts 4 and 13 experienced considerable stability and continuity in
school board and superintendent leadership in the l970s and I980s, but many
other school districts were not characterized by similar stability. Demographi
cally comparable districts such as Districts 7, 9, and 12 in the Bronx and District
5 in Harlem were wracked by school board dissension and constant superin
tendent turnovet Moreover, some of these districts developed long histories of
corruption and patronage; exposure of District 9’s corrupt practices dated back
to 1974. These districts occupied the bottom four positions in citywide rankings
of student achievement across most of the 30 years of decentralization.”

In 1990, partially in response to these and other districts’ consistent failures
to improve educational opportunities and govern responsibly, the state legisla
ture established the Temporary State Commission on New York City School
Governance. Known as the Marchi Commission for its chair, John Marchi,
the same legislator who had spearheaded the decentralization legislation in
1969, the commission’s charge was to conduct a thorough examination of the
governance, organization, and structure of New York City’s school system.’4
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Although the commission conducted the most thorough study of decentraliza
don since its inception, it addressed the problems with the school system’s gov
ernance structures but not its instructional successes and failures.

Basing its recommendations in the 1969 decentralization law, the cornmis
sion advocated both greater decentralization and greater accountability within
the school system and emphasized the need to restructure the system to focus
on improving educational outcomes. More effective decentralization required,
according to commission recommendations, greater school-level governance so
that “decisions can be made as dose to the locus of delivery of educational
services as possible.”15 However, the Marchi Commission recommendation to
improve, rather than do away with, decentralization, was too late to reverse
public condemnation of the decentralized districts fueled by a relentless media
campaign. This disillusionment with decentralization occurred within the con
text of significant national and state policies that called for higher standards,
accountability, and school choice.

STEPS TOWARD RECENTRALIZATION

The last 2 decades of decentralization played out against a major shift in na
tional education politics, from 1960s equity agendas to the standards and ac
countability movements that followed the Reagan administration’s A J’[ation at
Risk report in 1983. The decades between the Risk report and the No Child
Left Behind Act of 2002 reshaped the national focus on public education. State
education policies of the 1980s and 1990s advocated choice, standards, and ac
countability. In many state legislatures, a bipartisan push for greater school au
tonomy and parental choice led to charter school legislation beginning in 1991,
while conservative legislators resisted advocates efforts to legislate fiscal equity
in school funding. And in the 1990s, state leaders pushed for standardsbased
reform to link greater investments in teachers with state learning standards and
assessments.16

At the city level, the governance pendulum started to shift dramatically
from decentralization to mayoral control.’7 While national policy shifts influ
enced the evolution of New York City’s decentralized system, city and state
politics would determine its fate. In December 1996, New York State legislators
voted almost unanimously to take initial steps to recentralize the city’s school
system, creating the preconditions for the demise of decentralization and the
triumph of mayoral control.

The city’s media used this impetus toward recentralization as an opportun’
ty to revisit decentralization’s origins, starting with Ocean Hill—Brownsville, by
pointing to the troubled legacy of the community control movement. As one re
porter put it, the legislature began to “undo the legacy” of Ocean Hill—Brownsville,

which was “an effort to transfer power from a hidebound bureaucracy back to the
people that turned into a political and educational disaster.”9

Even though the legislature stopped short of giving the mayor, Rudolph
Giuliani, control over the school system, the bifi passed in 1996 produced the
most significant change in the governance of New York City’s schools since
the 1969 decentralization law. The state legislature strengthened the role of the
chancellor in relation to the local school boards, gave the chancellor veto power
over the appointment of superintendents, and reduced the local school board’s
role in the appointment of principals.’9 Legislators removed authority from the
local school boards because the local school districts had come to be perceived
as the problem, not the solution.

To be sure, corruption-prone districts such as Districts 7 and 9 in the
Bronx had been under investigation for years. Carmelo Saez, the long-term
president of the District 9 school board, had been suspended in 1992 when
he was accused of using school equipment to make a fund-raising videotape
for his personal drum and bugle corps. In District 12, school board members
doled out jobs and other favors, creating a self-perpetuating patronage sys
tem that resembled the mob, complete with language such as “godfathers,”
“godmothers’ and “pieces.” But corruption in District 12 was not new. Like
other corrupt Bronx districts, it had a long legacy of internal conffict and pa
tronage dating back to the 1970s.”

At the same time that these Bronx districts were exposed, District 2, a
more affluent district in mid-Manhattan, was recognized nationally as an
exemplar of instructional reform.22 When the District 2 school board hired
Alvarado as superintendent in 1988, the district ranked 10th in the city in
student achievement outcomes. Alvarado quickly moved to transform the dis
trict.23 By 1992, Alvarado had started 11 new schools, transformed the prin
cipal corps so that two-thirds of the principals were new, attracted the middle
class back to the district, and significantly increased student achievement. By
the time he left in 1998, District 2 was 2nd in citywide reading achievement,
and reformers and researchers across the country hailed the district’s ability
to focus relentlessly on instruction and consistently improve the capacity of its
leadership and teaching corps.24

Districts 2, 13, and 4 were not the city’s only effectively functioning
districts. Several racially, ethnically, and socioeconomically mixed districts
implemented innovative programs and successfully resisted patronage and
corruption.25 By the l990s, some of these districts had divided their large
junior high schools into smaller units, had created effective small schools and
programs, and had created significant within-district school choice.26 Despite
these accomplishments, support for recentralizing the system was based on the
view that “the community school districts have been expensive failures that
are at best unwieldy and at worst pure patronage mills.”27 Decentralization
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was consistently viewed as a “27-year-old failed experiment?’28 And yet par
ents in one of the city’s worst school districts attempted to reverse the history
of school failure in their neighborhood schools by focusing on the district’s
transformation.

A NEW WAVE OF COMMUNITY ORGANIZING

The New Settlement Apartments (NSA), a housing development in the Mount
Eden neighborhood of the Bronx, serves a diverse economic mix of 900 work
ing and homeless families. NSA rehabilitated 14 abandoned apartment build
ings through a city program designed to encourage community development.
As the renovation of the buildings reached their completion in 1990, the leaders
of the development project were concerned that though the local housing stock
had improved, their public schools were still failing the neighborhood’s chil
then. The organizing launched by NSA was similar to the organizing during the
community control struggle when organizers focused on thoroughgoing neigh
borhood revitalization and worked on multiple fronts.

In 1996, after parents in NSA’s rehabilitated housing development learned’
about yet another scandal on the District 9 school board, they approached NSA’s
leaders about trying to improve their neighborhood schools. Parents focused on
the leadership of one neighborhood elementary school, PS 64, and soon learned
that only 17% of the students at the school were meeting state and city reading
standards.29 After discovering the school’s poor record of achievement, the parents
launched an organizing campaign similar to those pursued by parents in Ocean
Hill-Brownsville. After pressuring the district superintendent and the chancellor
to remove the principal with little success, parents organized their own collabora
tive of community-based organizations to campaign to improve all the district’s
schools. They put together a “Platform for Educational Improvement in District
9?”° The platform specified four goals: a highly skilled and stable teaching force,
effective principals, family and community partnerships, and an accountability
process of school review that involved all stakeholders.

The NSA platform for school improvement, now under the banner of the
Community Collaborative to Improve District 9 Schools (CC9), was similar to
the platform of the Ocean Hill—Brownsville Governing Board, with one striking
contrast. This time the United Federation of Teachers, through its president,
Randi Weingarten, was a critical partner in the local effort. This communi
ty-union partnership generated a successful campaign for a lead teacher pro
gram in the ten CC9 schools. (The lead teacher role was structured to improve
teacher capacity and retention in a district with many inexperienced teachers
and high teacher-attrition rates.) The lead teacher program would eventually
become a major instructional program.3’

The CC9 collaboration between community-based organizations and the
UFT heralded the first radical transformation of relations between community
and labor in New York City since the Ocean Hill-Brownsville crisis. Unlike
their predecessors in the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, UFT leaders were willing to
work in partnership with community-based organizations without being threat
ened by a more-equal balance in power relations.

By the end of the decentralization era, teachers’ unions were no longer as
powerful as they had been in the 1960s and 1970s. Along with other public
sector unions, they were quickly losing key political capital to the forces of pri
vatization. In calling for stronger union ties to local communities, Weingarten
appears to have reversed Shanker’s attempt to diminish the potential of commu
nity partnerships.

As the decentralized system was on its last legs in 1996, Albert Shanker
evoked the long shadow of the community control movement:

The fact is there was no educational idea to this whole thing [community controlj.
It was part of the leftist politics of the 1960s that romanticized local people. While it

spoke in the name of democracy, it was anti-democratic.”

Albert Shanker’s comment, published in the JVèw York 2~mes almost 30 years
after the community control controversy, recalled a commonplace perception
of the era: Community control had no political or educational substance. The
7~mes artide, which appeared just as the school system was beginning to recen
tralize in 1996, conflated community control and decentralization by returning
to “the cradle” where it all began—Ocean Hill—Brownsville.” Arguing that both
community control and decentralization were devoid of educational value, the
7imes artide claimed that centralization was the oniy hope for improved educa
tional opportunity.

But the problems with the decentralized school system were not necessarily
caused by the political inadequacies of poor communities and their failure to gov
ern appropriately. The community control movement was not responsible for
the failed policies and practices of the decentralized school system, though the
movement has been frequently blamed for its inadequacies. Instead, as Chap
ter 4 indicates, the politicaily compromised 1969 decentralization law, and its
flawed implementation by the interim Board of Education, laid the groundwork
for the school system’s administrative and political failures.

As city and state leaders moved toward recentralizing the school system,
the city’s elite was no longer concerned about looming urban unrest, as it had
been during the community control era. The social and cultural context had
changed. By the turn of the 21st century Bedford-Stuyvesant, Harlem, and East
Harlem were gentrifying rather than atrophying. However, these neighbor
hoods were also representative of the city’s pattern of economic development
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that increased rather than decreased social inequality.34 It was within these mac
roeconomic developments that the mayor’s educational reform, Children First,
unfolded.

MAYORAL CONTROL

In 2002, when the legislature awarded the newly elected mayor, Michael
Bloomberg, control over the city school system, the improvement efforts in
Districts 4, 13, 2, and other districts remained mostly invisible, at least to the
public.35 Indeed, Bloomberg eliminated, as quickly as possible, most of the
maining vestiges of decentralization when he replaced the 32 community school
districts with 10 regions in 2003. By erasing the 32 districts from public atten
tion and memory, he cleared the way for his reform agenda.36

Bloomberg assumed control of the city’s school system at the same time that
the U.S. Congress passed the No Child Left Behind Act. The standards-based
reforms that had originated in several states across the country in the 1990s
had focused on an increased investment in teachers and their assessments of
student learning. States piloted performance assessments, tied to state standards
that measured students’ higher-order thinking skills. Although the No Child
Left Behind Act derived from a similar attention to high standards and whether
students were achieving them, the act used more narrowly focused standardized
tests in only a few curricular areas to measure results. In addition, the high-
stakes nature of the tests, meant to reverse what President George W Bush
called “the soft bigotry of low expectations,” punished schools without simulta
neously committing resources to developing instructional capacity.37

However, the fiscal equity lawsuits that proliferated in the 1990s continued
to wind their way through state courts, even as the federal government divorced
higher standards from greater fiscal investments. In New York State, the Caim
paign for Fiscal Equity (CFE), a coalition of parent and advocacy organiza
tions, community school boards, and concerned citizens, filed a constitutional
challenge to New York State’s funding system. In 1999, the trial court issued a
decision finding the state funding system unconstitutional. Governor George
Patald appealed the decision, but in 2003, the New York State Court of Appeals
affirmed the trial court’s ruling. While the governor appealed the court’s deci
sion once again, the New York City Council decided to take a proactive stance
in the event that a final court decision ruled in favor of CFE.38

The Council hired Anthony Alvarado to direct its Commission on the
Campaign for Fiscal Equity (CFE) injune 2004.~~ The commission found that
almost all the reform initiatives sponsored by the central school system (not the
community school districts) in the 35 years since the 1969 decentralization law
were unrelated to instructional change that might improve teaching and learning

in the city’s dassrooms. Instead, reform had consistently privileged governance
and administration and managed only isolated programmatic changes discon
nected from overall school improvement.

To change this long-standing pattern, the commission recommended an ap
proach that linked educational research and practice through two distinct struc
tures: an Institute for Research and Accountability, and lab schools and a lab
district. In the commission’s view, the lab schools and a lab district would test re
forms to be scaled up, many of them in high-need, low-performing schools. The
Institute for Research and Accountability would provide the capacity to study,
analyze, and disseminate research findings about if, and how, the lab districts’
and schools’ instructional reforms were succeeding.4° The report argued that
reform should happen at a smaller scale and reform effects should be analyzed
before scaling up to the larger system. ButJoel Klein, the Bloomberg-appointed
chancellor of New York City’s schools, would not heed this advice about how
to build instructional capacity through a deliberative, sustained process. Indeed,
across a decade of mayoral control of schools, the system was reorganized three
times without a dear instructional rationale and with little systemwide research.

Three Waves of Reform

In the first phase of the mayor’s Children First citywide reform, from 2003
to 2007, Klein centralized curriculum and instruction and reduced the number
of administrative units from 32 districts to 10 regions.41 Analysts of the city’s
reform see the first phase as a period of managed instruction.42

Klein also established an Autonomy Zone to free a number of schools from
bureaucratic requirements based on performance. Consistent with this move to
grant schools more autonomy, Klein and Bloomberg opened 50 new charter
schools. And, to demonstrate theft commitment, they provided the resources
necessary for the charter schools to thrive and compete with the city schools,
including allocating valuable space in existing school buildings to the new char
ters.~ However, little reciprocity was expected from this generous and unprec
edented public support for charter schools. In theory, charters were partially
conceived as potential labs for experimentation. The lessons learned would ulti
mately be shared with public schools that did not have the same administrative
and instructional flexibility. But this was not the case in New York CityA~

InJanuary 2007, Klein announced that the 10 regions would be replaced by
a portfolio system of school management. The heart of the new reorganization
focused on the need for school autonomy as the critical factor in school im
provement. Schools were given ample freedom from school system oversight; in
place of the regional support system, school principals could now join nongeo
graphic networks for instructional and adnmiistrative support. Superintendents
were no longer instructional leaders; instead, new network leaders filled this
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role. Some networks were affiliated with school support organizations, both
public and nonprofit, that had contracted with the city to provide services.45
But the network leaders did not evaluate principal performance. Instead, a new
accountability system rated schools based on a graded system, which focused
heavily on student outcomes on standardized tests.

Klein restructured the system yet again in January 2010. This time, he
reduced middle management by giving the networks and school support or
ganizations control over operations as well as instruction. This final wave of
reform seemed to give schools considerable autonomy, similar to what charter
schools enjoyed. 46

Instructional Change

Jennifer O’Day and Catherine Bitter, who conducted a through study of
the instructional focus during the school system’s reorganization in phases 1 and
2, argue that the reforms have been “very much about changing instruction.”47
They acknowledge that one of the school system’s strengths as it launched this
ambitious instructional reform was that Klein could thaw on the “wealth of in
structional capacity in the form of strong instructional leaders in many of the
community school districts and support provider organizations?’48 Yet in contrast
to the decentralization era, according to O’Day and Bitter, the central system pro
vides significant support for evidence-based practice by providing tools and data
to support school-based inquiry and frequent assessment of student learning.

However, O’Day and Bitter also argue that these tools have been subject
to frequent change and that teacher content knowledge about how to address
instructional needs varies considerably across networks. What appears to be
missing, they argue, is a process for monitoring the “relationship between class
room instruction and student outcomes across city schools.”49 Such monitoring
would help provide a better picture of the distribution of “instructional resourc
es and approaches across the city.”5° They argue that this would be one way to
monitor whether inequities in instructional quality exist.

COMMUNITIES AND SCHOOLS

Despite a major overhaul in the school system and Children First’s rhetor
ical commitment to equity, parents and communities with the least political
clout and economic resources still lack adequate tools to monitor and, more
important, to contribute to the improvement of the quality of instruction
in their communities. However, unlike the parents and community leaders
who fought to change the schools in Ocean Hill—Brownsville, parents in such

communities can no longer focus their energies on revitalizing their local com
munity through district reform.

Unlike the demonstration districts during the community control move
ment and the community school districts under decentralization, the new net
works of schools are not geographic. Instead, schools in one neighborhood may
share a network with schools in different neighborhoods, sometimes in different
boroughs. The idea that schools should have a relationship with other schools
in the communities in which they are located disappeared during phase 2 of
the Children First reform. The reorganization severed the possibility for con
nections between schools in similar neighborhoods, erasing the last remaining
vestiges of the community control movement’s attempt to link school reform to
neighborhood revitalization. 51

The CC9 community-based reforms to improve local schools suggest that
this type of organizing will continue to be a vital part of community revital
ization. However, it is unclear how such organizing at the community level
will continue if there are no longer geographically based school districts. The
current structural reorganization of nongeographic networks and the growth in
the number of charter schools in poor communities that are no longer based
on neighborhood attendance zones further erode the potential for community-
based organizing to link neighborhood school improvement with other vital
community assets such as housing and health care.

Bloomberg argued that what separated his regime from decentralization
was that schooling was now divorced from politics.52 To be sure, there are no
longer corrupt school districts; indeed, for all practical education purposes,
there are no school districts at all. The political arenas for educational debate
and citizen participation in schooling policy decisions that local school boards
represented, for good and for bad, have been displaced by mechanisms of con
sumer choice. Democratic participation and deliberation about education poli
cy, as well as local initiative and problem solving, are no longer options for the
city’s public school parents and educational constituents.

As parents and community activists resist some of the problematic features
of the current centralized system—arbitrary school dosings and co-locations, ra
cial and socioeconomic disparities in student opportunities and outcomes, over-
reliance on standardized tests—the mayor cannot escape political dissent. Nor
should he. As long as there are inequalities in funding, instructional quality, and
student outcomes and differences about how children, their teachers, and their
schools should be publicly assessed, politics are necessary. And as residents in
poor communities face continuing inequalities not only in schooling but also
in housing, health, and employment, strong and vibrant local community or
ganizations will continue to be necessary to represent their concerns and help
mobilize to pursue their demands.


